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decision-making) achieved by improved
understanding.
These are all elements
involving our ability to either gain individual
initiative or suffer its removal by deceit.
Our enemies seduce us to incompetence
so as to force us to trust in leaders for
guidance and life support.
They do this
gradually so parents can easily excuse
childishness they observe in teenagers as just
being in the nature of adolescence.
So how can we test that we are manipulated by misleading information in order to
force our acceptance of false caring and
immoral life values? We can test ourselves by
logically weighing obvious evidence to see and
admit what SHOULD be obvious to us.
Try this example: Was it easy to pick holes
in the parenting style of others while feeling
confident of your own efforts? Then, if loving
family security and unity did not reward your
efforts did you ever admit to yourself that you
may have got it wrong – that you may have
trusted media rather than nature?
Did you ever accept that in the times of
your grandparents the common family was a
united family with comfortable drug free life
and values? There was then no “peer-group”
revolution leading to cultural degeneracy! Did
you ever doubt the commonly promoted view
of family needs? Did you ever seriously
challenge newly promoted attitudes?
Honest answers to those questions should
give many readers hope that they can salvage
their moral integrity. Once willing to face that
acceptance of modern conventions is no
substitute for personal responsibility we >>
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are free to dig deeper and help salvage the
future of the entire human family.
Individuals may not be at fault for adopting
the false promotion but it is the individuals fault
if, knowing of ability to admit error, there is still
no willingness to sacrifice the selfish error for
enlightenment; no will to make use of the given
ability for redemption.
So, having come so far, how can you now
better confirm that you have been acting as a
consequence of being a victim of control by
deceit – of accepting peer-group values as
true values rather than accepting responsibility
for your actions by seriously putting your
reasoning ability to use?
Do you now see that by accepting mass
media promoted opinion rather than thinking
things through or researching to find logical
answers for yourself, you make yourself
available to enslavement by alien authorities.
For Example
Everyone’ knows we (of European culture)
live in democracies. Have you ever thought
about what “democracy” or democratic
“republic”, means?
Put simply it means
government that represents the people; e.g.,
Government of the people, by the people and
for the people.
It also means freedom! Have you thought
that freedom means having the ability to find
and develop your true self rather than be just
an animal living in slavery to a nature over
which you have no control?
Do people of any nation in the world today
have the democratic freedom of personal selfdevelopment by virtue of achieving selfgovernment; the answer can only be NO >>
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because there is no nation where any
electorate organizes itself to choose its own
representative.
It is not as if installing democracy requires
any great effort. It does not require the
dedication (implied) in the raising of family that
is now so vital to the future of the family.
All that is required is that each electorate
set up a simple form of “electoral commission”
to organize the selection of one or more
people of suitable ability, integrity and
willingness to serve as representative of their
electorate. In the world of today our need to
achieve freedom is both straightforward and
easy to understand.
But today, in all so-called democracies, the
electorate only chooses between parties
interspersed with so-called independents.
The electorate these pretend to represent
has no first choice of them! None of these
ever ask the electorate what it wants done and
all offer to do what they think will get them the
most votes irrespective of their inability to fulfill
any promise.
Those honest can no longer believe their
government is either democratic or republic; or
honestly fail to see their enslavement by lies.
In whatever ‘western’ nation you live your
government is by people chosen by other than
the community governed and feels no
obligation to represent other than those with
the first power of choice over them.
Only when willing to admit this truth can we
escape our enslavement.
In Service:
TheMindWeb has exposed that ‘Party
System’ government has, for thousands . >>>
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of years, been known as a system of
government
that
can
never
become
democratic and will always become corrupt.
So those who have believed that this
system is the democracy our constitution
offers; or accepted it because of feelings of
trust in a government that visibly acts outside
national law – have been mind manipulated.
Those who do not think our constitutional
rights and safeguards worth defending are
deceived to the point that they have no true
idea of what they were losing.
Yes we have been mind manipulated
because in no common sense would we
support a disguised dictatorship that is beyond
community control and all powers agreed to by
our constitution – powers that, in more
enlightened (less deceived) times, we fought
and died for. Even less would you bow to
unknown forces that you could so beneficially
and so easily, avoid.
So, if you are as honest as I expect, you
now accept you are only so submissive
because of mind-manipulation.
I leave you to look for other examples of
deformed thinking, if you need them, but I
press on because those who don’t want to
think for themselves will not be swayed by any
amount of evidence.
This subject continues with “Leaflet 10”.
These leaflets are condensed or in some
cases expanded from other literature on site.
Changes are made to improve clarity and to
produce convenient easy to digest leaflets for
general distribution.
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Discussion Leaflet 9

Slavery by Deception
(Part 1)

How can we know – do we dare look?
Mind manipulation is something those
afflicted cannot see in relation to themselves; if
they could this enslavement would not be
possible.
Mind manipulation (control by
deceit) is the most common form of slavery.
Mentioned by Jesus two thousand years ago
but then, even He was not believed.
John 8:31-35 “If you dwell within the
revelation I have brought, you are indeed my
disciples; you shall know the truth and the truth
will set you free. “They replied, we are
Abraham’s descendents; we have never been
in slavery to any man. What do you mean by
saying, “You will become free men’? “In very
truth I tell you, said Jesus, that everyone who
commits sin is a slave”.
Sin is a social crime and no true human
would commit it were it understood as being
the equal of cutting off your nose to spite your
face. But this enslavement is true of about
99.9% of all ever to have lived so, if Jesus was
not believed then how can I expect to be
believed now?
We live in different times; His listeners
were (in so far as we know education today)
uneducated. Even today our best education
does not enlighten us to the potentials and
dangers of enslavement by deceit. Why:
because our culture today is arranged so as to
maintain that enslavement. In fact, we

today are even more dominated by immoral
values and quisling leaders.
We are also more advanced now in that we
not only have access to enlightenment but
have developed greater understanding and
services that allow us access to information if
we choose to use our intellectual gift. We also
have language very far from the primitive
language of uneducated people 2000 years
ago and now, by admitting the logic of it, we
can prove our situation to ourselves.
We now have access to information not
imagined in those times. So, while now more
efficiently deceived we also, if we have the
courage for free living, have ability to escape
our enslavement.
Our readers can now know about the
effectiveness of Hegelian Dialectic for induced
self-indoctrination and also of the efficiency of
peer-group socializing programs aimed at
family destruction and the isolation of each
new generation from the accumulating cultural
wisdom.
Add to this the efficiency of T.V., and
mass-media in general, to impress degenerate social values as being enlightened
values; including the brutal seduction of
morality by pop-music.
At the same time, see how the natural
development of intellectual logic is undermined
so as to increase our gullibility and enhance
our reliance on leaders!
Finally add the
efficiency of advertising to mislead and
undermine confidence in public decisionmaking.
All the above are reported on and show
clearly why we have lost moral sense and also
vision (vision is an attribute of logical

